Troubleshooting - Pressure Controlled Check Valve
Part No. AT1003100

Stk. Code 14346

The installation of the AT955205K Model 1200 Air Dryer is different than many other air dryer
systems. One major difference is the use of a pressure controlled check valve (PCCV).
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The PCCV is mounted at the inlet of the front axle (secondary) reservoir, see *Exception
shown on schematic on reverse side. This valve allows the dryer to pull air from the front axle
reservoir for additional purge volume. It is not to be used with a one-way check valve on the
same tank, however a one-way check valve should be installed at the inlet of the rear axle
(primary) reservoir.
If the PCCV is malfunctioning or not installed properly, the air dryer will regenerate too often,
allowing moisture in the wet tank and potentially causing purge cycle issues.
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Troubleshooting the PCCV
1. Verify the PCCV is mounted to the front axle (secondary) reservoir. See *Exception on
schematic below
2. Increase system pressure to governor cut-out.
3. Wait 25-30 seconds for purge cycle to completely stop.
4. Drain air from supply reservoir (wet tank) to below 80 psi while watching the dash gauge
for the front axle (secondary) reservoir, see *Exception.
5. If the air pressure in the front axle reservoir drops to approximately 95 psi and holds,
the PCCV is working properly. If the air pressure continues to drop verify the PCCV is not
installed backwards (refer to inlet/outlet on front page). If not installed backwards, the PCCV
is malfunctioning and must be replaced. Reminder: The PCCV should not be installed in
combination with a one-way check valve on the same tank.
6. If the air pressure in the front axle reservoir does not drop below 100 psi, the PCCV and/or
one-way check valve are plumbed wrong. See *Exception on the schematic below
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*Exception: In some applications, there is an internal check valve in the front axle reservoir.
In this case, the PCCV would be mounted on the rear axle reservoir in place of the one-way
check valve.
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